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COMPANY PROFILE
Pe ect SBS Solutions is an Indian Based Security and Manpower supply company Located in Mangalore. Pe ect
SBS Builds the gap between the people who are looking for oppo unity to work and the company who search are
looking for best Security guard and Skilled manpower.
A dream realized in 2011 in the form of SBS to do business in Mangalore and later sta ed growing exponentially
2015 onwards.
At Pe ect SBS we provide pe ect matching solutions for the individual who is willing to grow by locating the best
company to hire him.
Pe ect SBS Provides Security Guard & Manpower services to Industries, Showrooms, Housing projects,
Apa ments, Colleges, Hospitals, Plants, sites & Buildings.
We have major brands in Mangalore associated with us and we serve at our best to satisfy their need.
In 2020 SBS group incorporated as Pe ect SBS Solutions Pvt. Ltd. our Dream is to bring happiness to our
customers.

About our Team
Managing Director: Balakrishna Arantanadka has more than 20+ years' experience in this eld as working,
managing, Training & Motivating the team. Now he is become the Managing Director of the company.
Director: Mrs. Sumithra Arantanadka is also a well-known name in business building and managing the
operation. She is the Director of this company.
Operations Manager: Kamaraj(Ex. BSF) is the Operations Manager of Pe ect SBS Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Marketing Manager: Unnikrishnan(Ex. Army) is the Marketing Manager of the company and leading role
model for their charming personality and great managerial skills.
Security Guards Trainer: Mr. Shankar Patali PSI (Rtrd.) is our Security Guards Trainer and since 2015 he is
servicing to Pe ect SBS Solutions Pvt. Ltd as Trainer

Mission:
Client satisfaction is our ultimate goal, we will strive to provide competent, dedicated and reliable Security and
manpower that are professionally-driven and can make a di erence in the quest to achieve their company's goal.
Vision:
We always strive to be known as provider of highly-competent and success-driven security guard & workers. We
will do our best to provide our client with the best available manpower and Security guards whose professional
skill, competencies and work ethics are at par with some of the best in the world.
www.pe ectsbs.com
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Security guards Trainer role is to train a security guard to maintain order at a set location and provide a visible,
prominent and reassuring presence to a company's employees and members of the public.
Mr. Patali is doing this job of training our Pe ect SBS Security team to the professional level in such a way that our team
can be employed and
based in any location where there is a need for a secure atmosphere and environment.
Being a security guard is a job that goes from extremes, for most of the time it can be pre y boring
but for sho periods it can also be very dangerous, exhilarating and exciting. our trainer always makes it interesting
and do it at its pe ect.
We provide the pe ect match & solutions for the individual resource needs of our clients through long-term client
relationships built on experience, insight and teamwork. Our experienced professionals strictly follow the tradition of
keeping a follow-up with the candidates as well as track of the changing needs of the clients so as to ensure maximum
satisfaction in this era of ever-changing scenarios.
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OUR CLIENTS

All govt. hospitals

Scarelet Wireless India Pvt ltd

D K district Claim Executives Sta .

Konchady Mangalore

Aquamarine Project
AB shetty

Veedol
Vedol Water
Water Oil
Oil Company
Company Pvt
Pvt ltd
ltd
Mangalore de-port (Chennai)

Abhiman Residency
Balmatta Mangalore

Metal Detector

SBS

Narmada Aparment
mangalore

Chiramith Precision India Pvt ltd
Kannur, Mangalore

Tavadec Industries Pvt ltd
Adyar, Mangalore

saldana Coffee curing
Mangalore

Tavadec Industries Pvt ltd
Adyar, Mangalore

Fire Extingusher Training
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24-17-1442/9, Basement Floor, Turning point building, Marnamika a, Mangalore. 575002

99013 45789
94480 26716
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0824- 2414157
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